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Did you know?

Monitors are the only lizard 

to have a forked tongue, 

just like snakes. They use 

this tongue to smell scents.

Under threat

The lace monitor is listed as 

Endangered in Victoria. 

Adults have very few predators due to their size, but 

unfortunately the small striped young, who are left to 

fend themselves after hatching, are preyed upon by 

foxes. Although they are still relatively common in East 

Gippsland due to the amount of available habitat, they 

are uncommon in other 

parts of Gippsland.

Lace monitors need 

significant areas of healthy 

woodland or forest with 

abundant prey to feast 

upon. As these areas are 

lost, due to vegetation 

clearing, the lace monitor’s 

habitat is also lost.  

About

The lace monitor, or tree goanna, is a very large lizard 

that has powerful legs and claws and a long tail. They 

can grow up to 2m and weigh in at 20kg. Their scaly 

skin is dark grey in colour with a yellow ‘lace-like’ pattern 

across their body, often forming rows of lines or dots.  

Feeding on a variety of animals, such as insects, reptiles, 

mammals, birds, eggs and carrion, lace monitors cover 

a large area (one to two square kilometres) in search 

for food. Despite their size, they are avid climbers; using 

their strong legs and claws to reach hollows that may 

contain prey. In fact, ring-tailed possums are a favoured 

food for the East Gippsland lace monitors.

Females will lay 4–14 leathery-shelled eggs in termite 

mounds. Females will return to the nest 6–8 weeks after 

laying to excavate the hatchlings. Those that have 

hatched are left on their own.

Lace monitors are not poisonous like snakes; however, 

their teeth contain a lot of bacteria from their meat-

laden diet meaning a bite can cause severe pain and 

possible hospitalisation. If you come across a lace 

monitor around picnic areas or campsites, do not feed 

them and keep your distance.

Lace Monitor
Varanus varius

HAVE YOU SEEN ME?  

Become a bushfire recovery 
citizen scientist. Keep an eye out 
for this critter and tell someone 
about your sighting. Make sure 

you include date, location and a 

photo if you have one. 

RECORD ANY SIGHTINGS

Citizen Science Apps

VBAgo or iNaturalist

Email
report.gippslandwildlife@delwp.vic.gov.au 
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